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Andrew Solomon is a writer on psychology, politics and culture. He is an activist in
LGBT rights, mental health and art. Among other publications, he has written for The New York
Times and The New Yorker and his book „The Noonday Demon: An Atlas of Depression” won
the 2001 National Book Award and was also a finalist for Pulitzer Prize in 2002.
In his book, Solomon offers a wide perception on depression, describing his own
personal love and hate relationship with it, also using other people’s testimonies on the subject
and gathering a lot of well researched information.
Depression is known to be a mood disorder that causes a persistent feeling of sadness and
loss of interest. Its treatment today tends to be more of a pharmacological one, rather than a
psychotherapeutic one. This approach raised a lot of controversial point of views and it is still a
big question mark around it: is depression genetically inherited or is it influenced by the
environment or by gender for example? Therefore, how can we best treat it?
The Noonday Demon: An Atlas of Depression is a wide overview on this affection; its
roots, differences, evolution, treatment and a lot more information that helps filling in the blanks
when it comes to this matter. His tender and moving approach on depression is maybe the
missing component in understanding and treating it. Solomon states that”writing on depression is
painful, sad, lonely and stressful. Nonetheless, the idea that I was doing something that might be
useful to others was uplifting; and my increased knowledge has been useful to me. I hope it will
be clear that the primary pleasure of this book is a literary pleasure of communication rather than
the therapeutic release of self-expression” (pp. 13). In this exhaustively researched and also
personal book, Solomon presents depression in its deepest layers as if his goal is to unmask it, so
that every reader, at the end of the last sentence, should become friends with it.
As depression is still an open subject for debate about its origins, manifestation and
treatment, it is understood that subjectively; one’s experience with it is none like the other. The
first two chapters „Depression” and „Breakdowns” are rather a journal of his own experience on
living with depression, offering a close look into his personal relationship with it. He talks about
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his first breakdown that occurred after his beloved mother died because of cancer and about
learning to live and deal with this gripping affection. Chapters 1 and 2 define depression through
a metaphorical vocabulary, as he says it is the only way it can be evoked: „With the depression,
your vision narrows and begins to close down; it is like trying to watch TV through terrible
static, where you can sort of see the picture but not really; where you cannot ever see people’s
faces, except almost if there is a close-up; where nothing edges. The air seems thick and
resistant, as though it were full of mashed-up bread. Becoming depressed is like going blind, the
darkness at first gradual, and then encompassing.”(pp. 50). He also uses some other writer’s
description of depression, like Emily Dickinson’s, “a funeral in the brain”. Solomon’s daring
self-exposure tends to take away all the preconceptions that might appear in the reader’s mind as
he follows him into this journey of fighting depression. He talks about his conscious and
repeated attempts to infect himself with AIDS, practicing unsafe sex with strangers, desperately
trying to validate himself and his feelings: ''It was not my intention to die slowly of AIDS; it was
my intention to kill myself with H.I.V. as my excuse.”
In the third chapter „Treatments”, Solomon gives an overview of all the modalities of
treatment for depression: talking therapies and physical intervention. He also describes his
experiences in treatment, together with other people’s stories regarding this matter.
He makes a map of all the existing therapeutic approaches, including traditional
psychiatry, cognitive-behavioral therapy, interpersonal therapy, pharmacological care,
electroshock or electroconvulsive therapy.
The most intriguing methods are the non-scientific ones. He writes about a woman who
had witnessed her whole family die in a concentration camp and her solution on fighting to keep
herself sane: she decided to think only about her hair; when she would be able to wash it, how to
save it and not let the guards shave her head, fighting against the lice that were all over the camp,
etc. This focus helped her and got her through.
He makes a trip to Cambodia, where people had been through terrible things that we can
only imagine, and meets a woman who tells him that you can fight depression by „forgetting,
working, and loving”. He gathers lots of stories from those who have been abused, who drown
their sorrows into alcohol or drugs, which cut their own flesh and from those who finally see the
light.
He talks about the alternative methods used in curing depression. Solomon is keeping an
open mind to all of these methods, as there are so many ways of experiencing this affection and
therefore, so many ways to heal it. He carries us through his road on fighting his demons at any
cost, introducing us to all these, sometimes controversial alternatives. Here we find out how
some people fight depression with Qigong, a Chinese system of breathing and body exercises,
acupuncture or Chinese herbal medicine. He goes to family constellations, keeping his „natural
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skepticism”, from where he left with „a feeling of calm, as though something had been
resolved.” (pp. 158). He tries talking therapy, in Mood Disorders Support Groups (MDSG),
where he meets the moving stories of other people, he even goes to Africa where he experiences
a mystic ndeup ceremonies for mental illness, a ceremony which „provided a way of thinking
about the affliction of depression – as a thing external to and separate from the person who
suffers” (pp.170).
More and more young people die of depression. A study made by the National Co
morbidity Survey-Adolescent Supplement shows that 11 percent of adolescents have a
depressive disorder by age 18. The risk for depression increases as a child gets older. According
to the World Health Organization, major depressive disorder is the leading cause of disability
among Americans age 15 to 44, and fifteen percent of people who suffer from it end up by
committing suicide.
Solomon describes his own feeling of despair when he sees no purpose on living a life as
half-dead man, but while „living death is not pretty, unlike dead death, it offers the hope for
amelioration”.
He describes the differences in how women or men experience depression: „Many
depressed men are not diagnosed because they tend to deal with feelings of depression not by
withdrawing into the silence of despondency, but by withdrawing into the noise of violence,
substance abuse, or workaholism. Women report twice as much depression as men, but men are
four times as likely to commit suicide as women”. Many times, men tend to hide their depressive
episodes and turn them into violent outcomes. Solomon talks, with his heart wide open, about his
own violent episodes, courageously stating that violence has its own curative power.
Andrew Solomon’s „The Noonday Demon: An Atlas of Depression” is an inspiring guide
for those who are put in the role of dealing with depression, for those who help others to
understand and fight its hardest challenges and for those who just want to take a deep, sensible
and sincere dive into this affection called depression.
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